
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of credit risk manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for credit risk manager

Evaluate credit opportunities
Coordinate and communicate critical account information independently and
directly to various related parties including the Business Line, product groups
and credit divisions
Participate in special assignments and projects as required
Provide Head of Policy, Strategy & Valuation Analytics with timely, relevant,
and material credit risk updates on strategies, performance, and emerging
risks with proposed action
Independently generate analysis using quantitative and statistical skills that
contribute to enhanced, profit based, portfolio management and strategy
Develop & enhance credit strategy supporting EL/PD/LGD modeling, CLTV
framework, Loss Mitigation, HELOC Line Management, EOD/EOT
Framework, Originations scorecards
Analyze and interpret large complex datasets to draw meaningful insight in
an effort to identify issues, trends, and make strategic recommendations
Recommend, justify, and implement policy change that improves portfolio
revenue, mitigates credit loss, and ensures portfolio performs within
established risk tolerance level
Provide recommendations & updates pertaining to credit risk at the Retail
Risk Policy Committee, Pricing Committee, and Product Boards to ensure
adequate vetting of proposals to balance risk vs
Present analytical findings with the ability to influence and gain support from
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Qualifications for credit risk manager

Preference will be given to candidates with trading floor risk oversight
experience from a large FI
Good understanding of Risk, knowledge of Credit Risk processes and Cash
Products sound understanding of and long term experience with Financial
Institutions
Strong technology experience with proven track record in implementing risk-
related software applications
Excellent command of MS Office products, VBA programming skills preferred
Exposure to Fixed Income and Equity products
Bachelor’s degree in accounting, finance, or economics from an accredited
college/university


